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Webb OEM’s Innovative Trailer 
TA225 ADB System

Same part number for left and right hand applications!  
The new Webb OEM Trailer TA225 ADB System with its equal-length guide 
sleeves streamlines inventories and maintenance as it uses the same part 

number for both left-hand (LH) and right-hand (RH) applications.  
Its variable lever ratio ensures top-notch braking efficiency, and the twin 

piston design ensures even pressure distribution on the inboard pad, 
leading to negligible radial or tangential taper pad wear.

The wider pad with a smaller radial height results in a larger effective radius, 
contributing to a lighter disc and enhanced performance. A thicker pad lining retains 

a higher wearable pad volume over time, increasing longevity.

With a bigger effective radius and variable lever ratio, this caliper maximizes brake 
torque for given inputs, allowing for the use of a smaller brake chamber while 

maintaining equivalent performance.

Copper-free brake pads 
reduce environmental impact
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 Same part number for both left-hand (LH) and right-hand 
(RH) applications streamlines inventories and service

 Variable lever ratio ensures top-notch braking efficiency

 Twin piston design ensures even pressure distribution on 
the inboard pad, leading to negligible radial or tangential 
taper pad wear

 Fully sealed guide sleeves minimize caliper slide load for 
improved performance and longevity

 Copper-free brake pads for reduced environmental impact

 Wider brake pad with a smaller radial height results in a 
larger effective radius–contributing to a lighter disc and 
enhanced performance

 Thicker pad lining retains a higher wearable pad volume 
over time, increasing longevity

 With a bigger effective radius and variable lever ratio,  
the Webb TA225 maximizes brake torque for given inputs, 
allowing for the use of a smaller brake chamber while 
maintaining equivalent performance

 The combined weight of the caliper, rotor and hub sets 
a new benchmark in its class, offering a lightweight yet 
powerful solution

 Easy to install and service–replacing piston and guide 
sleeve boots is a breeze, requiring no special tools

 New easy-to-assemble guide sleeve end cap simplifies 
maintenance procedures

Webb OEM Trailer TA225 ADB System OPTIONS
– In-pad PWWI (Pad Wear Warning Indicator) compatible 

with existing PWWI kits 

– Positive Pad Retraction (to minimize parasitic drag for 
enhanced fuel efficiency)

Webb TA225 ADB System is an
excellent choice for trailers


